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Abstract: The grasping and stabilization of a tumbling, non-cooperative target satellite by
means of a free-flying robot is a challenging control problem, which has been addressed in
increasing degree of complexity since 20 years. A novel method for computing robot trajectories
for grasping a tumbling target is presented. The problem is solved as a motion planning problem
with nonlinear optimization. The resulting solution includes a first maneuver of the Servicer
satellite which carries the robot arm, taking account of typical satellite control inputs. An
analysis of the characteristics of the motion of a grasping point on a tumbling body is used to
motivate this grasping method, which is argued to be useful for grasping targets of larger size.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Active Debris Removal (ADR) measures are being recog-
nized more and more among the Space Agencies and other
parties worldwide as a necessary step in the advance of
space technologies, due to the rising hazard which existing
debris, especially in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), is presenting.
Experts in the field of Space Debris have recently provided
alarming evidence that the debris population in LEO will
grow in time solely due to sporadic collisions between the
uncontrolled objects which are currently in orbit (1). It
is also argued that a substantial removal action, precisely
five objects to be removed per year, is necessary, in order
to at least keep the current debris population constant in
size (1). At stake are the whole economical and scientific
assets in orbit, with their immense impact on our society
(e.g., Earth observation, climate measurements, tsunami
warnings, satellite navigation, etcetera), which would be
highly at risk of serious damage in an environment filled
with debris fragments.
A suitable technology to address ADR is orbital robotics:
a Servicer satellite equipped with a suitable rendezvous
& docking capacity and with a robot manipulator, apt
to perform a grasping task of typical tumbling debris
objects. There exists already a large amount of literature
which addresses the control of such so-called free-flying
robots specifically for the grasping task (see next Section).
Orbital demonstration missions are even now being worked
upon around the world (e.g. DEOS in Germany (2),
Phoenix in the US (3), to mention two), which partly
stem from precursor, related orbital robotics missions such
as ROTEX (4), ETS-VII (5), ROKVISS (4) or Orbital
Express (6) and others (7), and which will become reality
in the coming years. One aspect which still needs some
attention within this context is the understanding of the
challenges which arise from the nature of the tumbling
motion of the target objects which are to be grasped.
Debris objects in orbit generally consist of satellites which
Fig. 1. Orbital scenario: Servicer satellite with 7 DOF
manipulator and Target satellite with solar panels.
Orbital coordinate system shown (x - V-bar: red;
y - out of orbital plane: green. One grasping point
coordinate system on Target shown.
have reached their end-of-life or have suffered from some
malfunction, or of last stages of rocket launchers. These
objects are generally in an uncontrolled tumbling state.
Note that still today there is no empirical evidence to
support one or the other conjecture with regards to the
expected tumbling motion of a given target. Theoretically,
one can argue in favor of a slow flat-spin motion (rotation
about a fixed axis of rotation), resulting from internal
energy dissipation, or of a stable orientation brought about
the gravity gradient torque (8). However, collisions with
meteoroids, or with other debris objects, as well as other
dynamic effects (see the chaotic tumbling of Saturn’s
aspherical moon Hyperion (9)), do not allow making any
concluding statements.
In this paper, the characteristics of the dynamics of a
tumbling target is first addressed, with specific attention to
the motion of a selected grasping point on it. Then, based
on the grasping method first described in (10), a more
general grasping strategy is presented, which takes account
of the challenges which result from the tumbling dynamics,
where these are: being able to reach the grasping point
at all from the chosen position of the Servicer satellite,
while avoiding collisions with appendages on the target
object; being able to do so in a time when a communication
link to ground exists, since this allows an operator’s
supervisory role and as such, relaxes the necessity of on-
board autonomy. These problems are also dependent on
the target size and on the type of communication link,
which is either direct or through a geostationary relay
satellite.
A new formulation of the motion planning method used
for solving the grasping problem is also described which
provides a better computational efficiency with respect to
that to be found in (10). Results are presented for the
simulation scenario shown in Fig. 1.
The paper is then structured as follows: a bibliography
is first provided in subsection 1.1 and a problem formu-
lation is presented in subsection 1.2. Section 2 addresses
the motion of the grasping point on a tumbling target.
Section 3 addresses the grasping task details. Section 4
provides results and section 5 gives the conclusions.
1.1 Related literature
The grasping problem was treated in (10) as a trajectory
planning problem (open loop control), and was solved
with nonlinear optimization. The related target motion
prediction and tracking control tasks were first addressed
in (11) and (12) respectively. The planning task at hand
results in a highly nonlinear, constrained optimization
problem, to account for the typical robot box constraints,
for the free-floating multibody dynamics, but also for
collision avoidance, which is particularly important due
to the possible presence of appendages (solar panels,
antennas, etc.) on the debris object.
It is argued here that local control methods (13) (14) are
bound to fail in general conditions, if they do not make
use of a feasible reference trajectory, which includes a
specification of the relative position between the Servicer
and the target to be grasped. It is in fact evident that there
is no simple measure to determine whether the grasping
point is reachable from the current configuration (account-
ing for robot workspace limitations, also affected by the
dynamic coupling with the satellite base) and whether the
trajectory which will derive from a local control law will be
feasible at all times (collision avoidance with appendages,
sustainability of necessary actuation forces during the
stabilization phase which follows grasping, kinematic and
dynamic singularities, etcetera).
A great deal of the work to be found in the literature on
the space robot grasping task, which covers a time span of
over 15 years, is based on nonlinear feedback control and
therefore is prone to suffer from the problems deriving from
locality mentioned above. There are also many papers on
motion control for free-floating and free-flying robots (see
review (15)), of which however very few treat the collision
avoidance issue. In (16), the trajectory generation of the
approach phase was addressed, while treating the chaser
satellite with robot as a point mass and the target as a
rotating rigid body with a large span (to account for the
solar panels). It is argued that the major danger is the
potential for collision between the satellite and the robot.
Optimization is used to find safe kinematical trajectories,
while optimizing a safety metric, based on the time to
impact in case of robot control failure, as well as fuel
expenditure and time.
1.2 Problem statement
The sequence of events for the grasping and stabilization of
a tumbling debris object, or Target, by means of a satellite
equipped with a robot manipulator, or Servicer, may be
described as follows (10):
• the Servicer is at first in an observation position,
called the Observation point (see Fig. 6);
• Servicer Approach: the Servicer approaches its grasp-
ing position, called Mating point, by means of its
actuation (see Fig. 7);
• Robot Approach: the robot manipulator on the Ser-
vicer performs a maneuver to bring its end-effector
in the vicinity of the grasping point on the tumbling
Target;
• Robot Tracking: the robot end-effector tracks the
grasping point for a few seconds with subsequent
homing-in and closing of the grasp;
• Robot Stabilization: the relative motion between the
Servicer and the Target is stabilized with the robot;
• Compound stabilization: finally, the motion of the
Servicer-Target compound is stabilized by means of
the Servicer actuators.
Note that the Servicer is only actuated in the first ap-
proach and in the last compound stabilization phases and
presents a free-floating dynamics in between. The Robot
Tracking phase is introduced to minimize the impact be-
tween the robot and the Target at the grasp. The Servicer
Approach phase is necessary to guarantee that the grasp-
ing point is in reach of the robot.
The problem we address here is that of providing a feasible
Servicer-Robot trajectory to execute the grasping task,
based on the sequence above. The target trajectory is
assumed to be determined by a motion estimation and
prediction algorithm (e.g., as in (11)), which processes
stereo-camera or LIDAR images. The motion prediction
is then fed to the motion planner to compute a feasible
grasping reference trajectory. We will consider the scenario
shown in Fig. 1, which presents a target satellite with solar
appendages. The method that is proposed here should
however be extendable to larger targets.
We will assume that the tumbling Target presents only one
useful grasping point, for the purpose of our analysis. In
fact, finding a suitable structure to grasp is a recognized
problem (17). It is also assumed that the grasping point is
predefined by an operator, to relax the degree of autonomy
of the proposed method.
A communication link to ground is assumed to be nec-
essary during the grasping operation, to upload the ref-
erence trajectory to the robot, which must be computed
on ground due to the limited computational power on
board. It is also considered to be useful for supervising the
grasping operation (or even perform the task in shared au-
tonomy (4)). Two possible communication links to ground
are possible: through a relay satellite in geostationary orbit
or through a direct link to ground. While in the first case,
a link can be assumed possible for at least a half-orbital
period, for the second the time-of-contact typically has
a duration of eight to ten minutes. The execution of the
complete grasping task should be possible within this time.
The tumbling motion is assumed to be general, in terms
of the satellite orientation (due to the reasons described in
Section 1) and limited between +/- 4 deg./sec. for the
angular velocity in the three Cartesian directions. The
latter value may stem from a limitation of the computer
vision algorithms, which are assumed to run through the
communication link on ground (4).
2. MOTION OF A GRASPING POINT ON A
TUMBLING TARGET
As stated in the previous subsection, we assume that the
Target only presents one grasping point. This may be a
little stringent - think of a rocket upper stage, for which
the adapter ring could present more than one grasping
point. However, this choice is made for the purpose of
analysis. Consider then the Target shown in Fig. 2. The
figure also shows the orientation of the orbital reference
frame (assumed inertial). The orientation of the satellite
is initially aligned with the inertial frame.
The Target inertia is defined to be I = [50.3 0 0; 0 105.18
0; 0 0 105.97] kg m2, which represents a realistic axial-
symmetric satellite. The vector from the centre of mass to
the grasping point is [1.0 0.5 0.5] m. Assigning the initial
conditions for the relative angular velocity between the
Servicer and the Target to be [−2 − 4 − 2] deg./sec. and
integrating its equations of motion for a simulation time of
5000 seconds (approximately one LEO orbit period), the
trajectory traced by the grasping point in the y-z plane is
shown in Fig. 3.
The outcome is a trajectory which belongs to the surface of
a spherical segment. This is no surprise, given that the so-
Fig. 2. Target satellite with one grasping point (red).
Inertial frame shown.
Fig. 3. Grasping point trajectory for initial angular veloc-
ity [-2 -4 -2] deg/sec
lution of a free rigid-body motion is such that the angular
momentum is constant, thus providing a fixed direction
in the inertial space, and the maximum (or minimum)
principal axis of inertia describes a cone around it, of
variable periodic aperture (therefore contained between a
maximum and a minimum value) (8).
The first interesting point to note is that there are regions
where the grasping point never enters. It is therefore
necessary that the workspace of the robot overlaps with
the spherical segment at the point in space and time
that the grasping should take place. Furthermore, in the
example given, there happen to be plenty of grasping
opportunities, when we imagine ourselves positioned in
front of the Target (e.g., coordinates [2 0 0] m), due to
the fact that the chosen angular velocity results in many
instances in which the grasping point is reachable in the
given simulation time.
If we change the initial conditions of the angular velocity
only slightly, say to [-4 -2 -4] deg./sec., we obtain, for
the same simulation time, the trajectory shown in Fig. 4.
The previous property of a limited spanned region is still
Fig. 4. Grasping point trajectory for initial angular veloc-
ity [-4 -2 -4] deg/sec
present of course. However, the shape of the trajectory has
changed substantially, despite the small change in angular
velocity. It can be shown that these results are also very
sensitive to the inertial properties of the body.
Furthermore, nothing has been said about the orientation
of the grasping point yet. In fact, the direction of the
angular momentum vector is, as argued in Sec. 1, generic.
As such, the shapes shown in Fig.s 3 and 4 will be oriented
in inertial space accordingly. Furthermore, the orientation
of the grasping point on the body is not represented in
these figures, but varies along the trajectory. This is also
an important element of the grasping task, since the end-
effector has a limited relative orientation to the Target
with which is can grasp it (see example in Sec. 4).
As a conclusion we can say that the position of the
trajectory of the grasping point is generally confined to
a limited region of unknown size and orientation and that
it must be ensured that the robot workspace overlaps with
this region for grasping. This in turn requires defining a
suitable relative position between Servicer and Target. If
appendages are present, collision avoidance needs to be
taken into account in this procedure and parts of the region
which contains the grasping point trajectory may therefore
still not be accessible. Obviously, the larger the target,
the stronger become these considerations (the recently lost
ESA satellite Envisat is 26 meters long).
Finally, if we superimpose the effect of only having an 8
minute coverage for a given orbit, the result is shown in
Fig. 5, with the grasping point trajectory during a direct
link, i.e. for only 8 minutes. The opportunities to grasp
are much fewer and the locations at which it is possible
are spread apart. The same figure also shows the same
information for a GEO-link with an equatorial LEO orbit,
for which the coverage is the worst (i.e. half an orbital
period). Although this has a clear advantage over a direct
link, the reachability problem is still generally present. A
GEO-link also presents the problem of having to deal with
the intrinsic time delay of 600 to 800 ms, which results
from the round-trip-time of the signal. Such a delay may
Fig. 5. Grasping point trajectory for initial angular veloc-
ity [-2 -4 -2] deg/sec and communication link coverage
for half-orbit period (blue thin line) and 8 minutes
(red thick line)
be detrimental when grasping a tumbling Target, without
appropriate means of motion extrapolation.
3. METHOD FOR THE GRASPING TASK
Two factors limit the planning of a feasible trajectory for
the grasping task: the first is the limited communication
time to ground, which results in a limited number of op-
portunities which can be used to perform the grasping, as
described in Sec. 2; the second is the fact that the motion
prediction algorithm used to support the motion planner
(see Sec. 1.2), can only predict the Target motion for a
limited time (in (11) the prediction time was 100 seconds).
This limit results from the noisy data of the visual sensors
(stereo-cameras or LIDAR) and the resulting uncertainty
in the dynamic model used to propagate the tumbling
motion.
The most general way to obviate this problem is to
consider a maneuver of the Servicer to bring the robot
in the vicinity the grasping point at the time when
a communication to ground is possible and within the
prediction time limit. This feature also allows to address
the grasping problem for a large tumbling Target, for
which the grasping point is bound to be initially out of
reach.
3.1 Motion planning problem
The constrained optimization problem which results for
the grasping task of interest was already described in (10).
Its salient features are reported here for clarity. Extension
to it are then presented, which lead to a better perfor-
mance.
The motion planning problem is divided in (10) into two
parts: the robot approach and tracking phases, followed by
the robot stabilization phase (see Sec. 1.2). For the first
phase, the robot joint positions are parameterized in time
with polynomials or B-splines and two extra parameters
are defined to parameterize the position of the Servicer (V-
bar and R-bar) at the beginning of the robot maneuver
in the orbital plane. For the second phase, which starts
with the final motion conditions of the previous phase,
only the joints positions are parameterized, again with
polynomials or B-splines, to solve the stabilization prob-
lem, in which the velocity of the robot joints is brought
to zero. Inequality nonlinear constraints are formulated
for the joint positions, velocities and internal torques,
as well as collision avoidance between all bodies of the
satellites and robot. The method of solution is based on
gradient-based optimization (SQP) and single shooting,
which involves the integration of the equations of motion
for every iteration of the optimization process.
The method was extended to include the following fea-
tures:
Servicer point-to-point maneuver A Servicer point-to-
point maneuver was integrated in the planning procedure.
The resulting trajectory, with a trapezoidal profile in ve-
locity, is collision free. A maximum velocity and maximum
acceleration parameterize the Servicer trajectory, to ac-
count for realistic spacecraft AOCS dynamics.
Initial guess with solution of inverse kinematics problem
The single-shooting method used to solve the optimiza-
tion problem requires long computation times, since the
equations of motion need to be solved via numerical in-
tegration for every iteration of the optimization process.
Note that the integration must be performed with a high
numerical accuracy to ensure that the angular momentum
of the free-floating system remains constant throughout
the integration. An alternative method was developed, in
which the final position of the robot approach phase is
determined by solving an inverse kinematics problem for
the case in which the Servicer only has the two transla-
tional degrees of freedom in position in the orbital plane
(therefore nine degrees of freedom in total). A solution
to this problem provides a feasible configuration of the
Servicer-Robot system which brings the robot end-effector
in the desired position. This configuration is then joined
to the predefined initial configuration via a polynomial or
B-spline function, to obtain an initial guess for the original
optimization problem.
3.2 Time line of the grasping subtasks
The resulting time sequence for the proposed method is as
follows:
• 100 sec. Target motion observation time: the visual
sensor data is recorded and transmitted to ground.
• 30 sec. computation time: the visual data is processed
to produce the motion estimates and motion predic-
tion of 225 seconds. This is fed to the motion planner
which computes a feasible trajectory, if there is one.
• 200 sec.: spacecraft point-to-point maneuver. The
duration of this maneuver is function of the allowed
velocity and acceleration of the Servicer. 200 seconds
is an adequate number for a Target of the size of the
scenario considered here.
• 10 sec. robot approach maneuver
• 12,5 sec. robot tracking and stabilization maneuver
The resulting total time is 6 minutes.
4. RESULTS
An example solution is shown in Fig.s 6 to 8, in which the
initial position of the Servicer in the Observation point, the
position in the Mating Point and that of the robot after the
robot stabilization are shown. The single grasping point is
highlighted with a coordinate frame on the metal ring on
the Target.
It is important to note in this example that the desired
orientation of the end-effector with respect to the Target
is parallel to the z-axis of the grasping point coordinate
frame (blue in figure), as shown in Fig. 8. This is a
condition imposed by the necessity to successively be able
to perform a berthing task between the two satellites. This
is also the reason why the Servicer moves to the Mating
Point position shown in Fig. 7, from which this necessary
relative orientation can be achieved. A time evolution of
the Servicer maneuver and the necessary AOCS inputs
can be found in Fig. 9, which shown the feasibility of the
solution. Note however, that for this same performance,
a grasping task for a large satellite could require very
Fig. 6. Servicer in Observation point, origin of orbital
frame
Fig. 7. Servicer in Mating point: [0.49 0 2.2] m
Fig. 8. End of robot stabilization phase
long times for the Servicer maneuver and therefore long
prediction times.
Finally, of interest are also the internal forces and torques
in the robot during the stabilization phase. The ini-
tial tumbling angular velocity in this case was [-2 -2 4]
deg./sec.. The inertial properties of the Servicer and Tar-
get were taken to be: massServicer = 685 kg, IServicer =
[276.3 0 0; 0 496.9 0; 0 0 476.0] kg m2, massTarget =
340 kg, ITarget = [50.3 0 0; 0 105.18 0; 0 0 105.97] kg m2.
The resulting internal forces and torques are shown in
Fig. 10 and 11. The plots show that all forces and torques
are well within the structural limits of the robot. Note
that for the torque these are never found to exceed 40Nm
peak and that lower values could still be easily achieved by
prolonging the stabilization phase, e.g. from 10.0 to 20.0
sec..
Fig. 9. Typical planned velocity profile of Servicer ap-
proach maneuver and equivalent actuation forces. Im-
age provided by Ismar Masic, SpaceTech GmbH
Fig. 10. Three internal force components for each of 7 robot
joints during stabilization phase
Fig. 11. Three internal torque components for each of 7
robot joints during stabilization phase
5. CONCLUSION
In addressing the grasping task of a tumbling Target by
means of a Servicer satellite equipped with a manipulator
arm, the necessity of moving the Servicer to an adequate
position relative to the Target was underlined, by analyz-
ing the characteristics of the typical motion of a grasping
point on a tumbling rigid body and by accounting for the
limited operational time available due to the limited com-
munication time to ground. A motion planning approach
was described which can deal with this necessity by pro-
viding a dynamically feasible and collision free trajectory
of the Servicer, to be executed before the robot maneuver
to grasp the Target. An open challenge was recognized for
grasping large tumbling debris objects with the proposed
method, for which the necessary prediction times may be
very long. Further work will address this point.
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